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A B S T R A C T

In this work, we adapt the rolling-horizon approach of Eberlein et al. (2001) for adjusting the
dispatching times of buses at each rolling horizon. The industry practice is to adjust the dis-
patching time of a bus once it departs from the first stop while considering that future trips will
operate as planned. In contrast, a rolling-horizon approach adjusts simultaneously the dis-
patching times of all trips that operate during a pre-determined time interval resulting in a co-
ordinated effort to maintain the target headways. Due to the increased number of dispatching
time decisions, this coordinated effort increases the computational burden. To reduce the com-
putational cost, we introduce a nonlinear program and we propose a novel reformulation that
limits the recursive relations of the optimization problem. Our program is proved to be convex
and can be solved to global optimality under a limited computational cost. In addition, it out-
performs myopic methods that adjust the dispatching time of each bus trip in isolation. The
sensitivity of our method to travel time and passenger demand fluctuations is investigated on a
simulation scenario of bus line 15L in Denver.

1. Introduction

Bus bunching (also known as bus platooning) is a main problem in bus operations. Strathman et al. (1999) tried to quantify the
negative effects of bunching on bus services using the computer-aided bus dispatching system of Tri-Met. They reported waiting time
and operating costs’ increases because of the need of additional buses to meet the schedule constraints when operations are not
reliable. In addition, longer-term implications such as a general dissatisfaction of passengers, lost patronage and lost revenue have
been observed and quantified in Abkowitz and Tozzi (1987, 1993).

The performance of bus operations is typically measured in terms of service regularity or service punctuality (Trompet et al.,
2011). Regularity-based bus services strive to minimize the deviation of the actual headways from their target (nominal) values. In
contrast, punctuality-based services strive to adhere to the scheduled arrival times at stops (Strathman et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2009).
In this work, we focus on regularity-based services that exhibit frequencies of more than 5 buses per hour and typically operate in
densely populated areas such as London, Singapore, Barcelona and many more (Trompet et al., 2011).

The selection between regularity-based or punctuality-based key performance indicators is typically based on the frequency of the
services. Passengers tend to ignore the exact arrival time of a bus when the scheduled headways are less than 12 min Bartholdi and
Eisenstein (2012, 2018). In such case, the focus is placed on maintaining the service regularity instead of adhering to the planned
arrival times at stops (Dessouky et al., 2003).

A typical timetable of a regularity-based bus service communicates only the target headways to passengers. From the timetable,
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passengers expect waiting times that are at most equal to the target headway (Randall et al., 2007). Notwithstanding this, the travel
time and passenger demand variability during the actual operations might result into excessive waiting times (Turnquist, 1974;
Gkiotsalitis and Alesiani, 2019). In that case, passengers might be waiting at stops more than expected. To overcome this problem, the
implementation of real-time corrective actions such as bus holding, stop-skipping and dispatching time adjustments is required. The
implementation of such real-time control measures is based on emerging technologies related to Automated Passenger Counting
(APC), Automated Vehicle Location (AVL) identification and smart command centers that automate the dispatching, holding, and
stop-skipping processes.

The spatio-temporal variations of travel times and passenger demand can increase or decrease the time headway of a bus trip with
its preceding trip resulting in a “domino effect” (Daganzo, 2009). In the case of a headway increase, the trailing bus needs to spend
more time at the next bus stop because an increased time headway indicates that (most likely) more passengers will be waiting at that
stop for boarding. More passenger boardings result typically in a higher dwell time. Consequently, the additional dwell time of the
trailing bus will further increase its delay leading to bus bunching. An illustrative example of such phenomenon using GPS data from
two successive trips of bus line 15L in Denver is provided in Fig. 1.

To alleviate bus bunching, transport authorities in densely populated areas have introduced monetary incentives. As an indica-
tion, the Land Transport Authority (LTA) in Singapore offers as much as 6,000 Singaporean dollars for each 0.1-min improvement of
excessive passenger waiting times (Leong et al., 2016; Gkiotsalitis and Maslekar, 2018a). To tackle this problem, we propose a
method for adjusting the dispatching times of bus trips in rolling horizons in order to respond to disruptions and reduce the excessive
passenger waiting times. In this approach, one day of operations is split into a finite number of rolling horizons which have a pre-
determined time duration and a specific starting and ending time. When a rolling horizon starts, we decide about the dispatching
times of all trips that are expected to be dispatched within its time duration. The concept of rolling horizon optimization is selected
because it is particularly useful when long-term predictions of the characteristics of the system (i.e., travel times, passenger demand)
are not accurate (Sethi and Sorger, 1991).

At the start of each epoch (i.e., rolling horizon), we use information from the traffic conditions to perform short-term predictions
of the travel times of bus trips that will operate within the rolling horizon. Then, we adjust simultaneously the dispatching times of all
trips in the rolling horizon instead of deciding about the dispatching time of one trip at a time. The advantage of this approach is that
the dispatching times of several trips can be coordinated in order to achieve (collectively) a lower variation from the target headways
(Eberlein et al., 2001; Gkiotsalitis and Cats, 2019).

Our work contributes in this direction by introducing (i) a rolling-horizon optimization model that considers operational con-
straints, and (ii) a novel problem formulation which is proved to be convex and can be solved to global optimality for determining the
optimal dispatching times in near real-time. Rolling-horizon optimization has been already tested by Eberlein et al. (2001) at the bus
holding problem. We adapt this approach to the requirements of our dispatching problem. The model of Eberlein et al. (2001)
considers deterministic inter-station travel times that are do not vary among bus trips. As a remedy, we propose a law of bus motion
that considers trip-varying inter-station travel times. In Section 2 we detail the contribution of our work in light of the available
literature and the following sections present the description of the problem, our dispatching time model, our solution method and our
experimental results.

2. Related studies

Control methods for bus bunching have been studied since the early 1970s (Osuna and Newell, 1972). Nevertheless, the bus
bunching problem remains a prominent research topic because of its inherent complexity. Common corrective actions for alleviating
its adverse effects include stop-skipping (Sun and Hickman, 2005; Chen et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2019),
bus holding at specific stops (Newell, 1974; Berrebi et al., 2015; Hernández et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2017; Gavriilidou and Cats, 2018),

Fig. 1. Difference between the actual and the target time headway at 13 selected bus stop of bus line 15L in Denver. The trailing bus increases its
time headway with its preceding bus because of an increased travel time from the 1st to the 2nd bus stop after which is unable to recover.
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interlining Gkiotsalitis et al. (2019) or automated dispatching control (Adamski and Turnau, 1998; Strathman et al., 1999). A distinct
line of works tried to combine stop-skipping and bus holding (Eberlein, 1995; Lin et al., 1995; Cortés et al., 2010; Sáez et al., 2012).
Another line of research focused on bus holding or dispatching time adjustments that can improve both the service regularity and the
passenger waiting times at transfer stops. Such works consider the synchronization of bus lines in the objective function or the
constraints of the optimization problem (see Wu et al. (2016)). Gkiotsalitis and Maslekar (2018b) and Gkiotsalitis et al. (2019)
proposed deterministic and robust bus scheduling models that account for transfer synchronizations. Wu et al. (2016) proposed a
robust schedule coordination scheme by allowing holding for the late incoming bus within a safety control margin. Ibarra-Rojas and
Rios-Solis (2012) allowed only oriented synchronization where passengers can transfer from one line to the other, and employed a
local search heuristic given the NP-hardness of the problem at hand.

Each control method has its own adverse effects. Stop-skipping increases the inconvenience of passengers who cannot board the
bus that skips their stop (Fu et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2013). Bus holding increases the inconvenience of on-board passengers who wait
while the bus is held at the stop(s) (Fu and Yang, 2002). Finally, dispatching time adjustments can affect the crew/vehicle schedules if
they result in schedule sliding (Kang et al., 2019).

In this work, we focus on the adjustments of dispatching times. Potential stop-skipping and/or bus holding actions can be easily
applied on top of our solution as soon as the dispatched buses are en route (Zhao et al., 2003; Cats et al., 2011). Since stop-skipping is
not the primary focus of our work, we refer the interested reader to the works of Fu and Yang (2002), Liu et al. (2013), Gkiotsalitis
(2019b), Cao and Ceder (2019) that provide a comprehensive literature review in stop-skipping. We should add here more recent
advances from Daganzo (2009) who proposed an analytical model for determining bus holding times based on real-time headway
information, Daganzo and Pilachowski (2011) who considered adjusting the velocities of buses as additional means of control, and
Bartholdi and Eisenstein (2012) who abandoned the notion of target headways and developed a model for minimizing the variation of
headways from an ever-evolving mean value.

In a work on train operations, Liu et al. (2018) determined the number of dispatches and the train timetables by considering the
more efficient utilization of trains in terms of train occupancy levels, passenger waiting times, and energy consumption. Given the
complexity of their nonlinear model, they employed dynamic programming to compute an approximate solution. Closer to our work,
several bus holding studies hold the bus at one (and only one) stop along the route (ideally, the dispatching stop). Several solution
methods for holding the bus at a single stop have been developed by Osuna and Newell (1972), Barnett (1974), Ignall and Kolesar
(1974), Hickman (2001), Zhao et al. (2006). The early methods from Osuna and Newell (1972), Barnett (1974), Ignall and Kolesar
(1974) impose several rules on the route structures and derive a threshold-based holding policy. The more comprehensive work of
Hickman (2001) uses the stochastic model developed by Marguier (1985) to derive the trajectories of buses on a single route. Using
Marguier’s model, Hickman (2001) developed a bus holding algorithm that is applied each time a bus arrives at the control point
stop. In this algorithm, real-time information is used from all “downstream” buses of the bus that is held. In addition, Marguier’s
model is used for approximating the trajectories of all “upstream” buses. The bus holding time is finally selected using a line search
method, instead of an analytic solution, given the complexity of deriving the first-order conditions of the optimization problem.

Hickman’s work, among others, uses as an objective function the expected waiting time for a randomly arriving passenger at a
stop proposed by Welding (1957) and Osuna and Newell (1972):

WT H H
H

[ ] [ ]
2

1 Var[ ]
[ ]2= +

(1)

where WT[ ] is the expected waiting time per passenger, H[ ] the expected headway and HVar[ ] is the second moment of the
headway around the mean (headway variance).

Our work differs from Hickman’s because Hickman’s work decides about the holding time of one bus at a time whereas our work
decides about the dispatching times of several buses simultaneously. Deciding only about the holding time of one bus at a time
introduces a certain “myopia” to the decision process that is well-documented in Hickman’s work. In a more recent work, Sun and
Hickman (2008) determined the holding times for all vehicles at their immediate downstream holding stations. However, Sun and
Hickman (2008) resort to a heuristic solution method that does not guarantee convergence to a globally optimal solution. In their
paper, they present a heuristic algorithm that decomposes the overall problem into several two-dimensional problems smaller in scale
which are further decomposed into one-dimensional problems. In contrast, our approach solves the dispatching time program on its
entirety by converging to a globally optimal solution.

Considering our modeling approach, the Ph.D. thesis of Eberlein (1995) and the works of Eberlein et al. (2001), Shen and Wilson
(2001), Zolfaghari et al. (2004), Delgado et al. (2012) are closer to our work because their models determine simultaneously the
holding times of all buses within a rolling-horizon. The optimized holding times can be updated later in time when subsequent buses
arrive at the control point. Eberlein et al. (2001) and Shen and Wilson (2001) simplified the holding problem by ignoring the
fluctuation of inter-station travel times from trip to trip assuming the same running times for all buses. This assumption reduces the
problem complexity, but does not always offer an accurate representation of reality. For instance, Fig. 2 demonstrates the significant
inter-station travel time differences among three subsequent trips using observations from bus line 15L in Denver.

In Zolfaghari et al. (2004), only a limited number of immediate downstream stops were considered when determining the holding
times of bus trips in a rolling horizon. Given the problem complexity, Zolfaghari et al. (2004) used simulated annealing which is a
metaheuristic that cannot guarantee the computation of a globally optimal solution. Of particular interest is the work of Delgado et al.
(2012) that considered also the boarding limits of passengers when determining holding strategies in rolling horizons and in-
vestigated two policies: (i) simple holding, and (ii) holding with boarding limits. Unlike our approach, the work of Delgado et al.
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(2012) results in the formulation of a non-convex mathematical program that cannot be solved to global optimality.
Even though there are methods for bus holding in rolling horizons, there is a research gap on dispatching time control. Our work

investigates this area and contributes to the closest prior arts of Eberlein et al. (2001) and Shen and Wilson (2001) by developing a
rolling-horizon approach for bus dispatching that caters for the trip-varying inter-station travel times. Other contributions include:

• the adaptation of the approach of Eberlein et al. (2001) from the one-stop bus holding problem to the automated dispatching
problem within a rolling horizon;
• the introduction of operational constraints in the modeling, such as schedule sliding-related constraints;
• the mathematical analysis of the dispatching time problem in rolling horizons under capacity limitations and the proof of its
nonsmoothness that does not allow it to be solved with exact methods;
• the introduction of a novel problem formulation which is proved to be convex and can be solved to global optimality either
analytically or with the use of off-the-self solvers resulting in limited computational costs.

3. Rolling horizon rescheduling of dispatching times

3.1. Problem context and trip re-indexing at each rolling horizon

We consider a single bus line operating in a loop that serves a set of ordered stops S s{1, 2, , , }= … … with 1 being the dispatching
stop (see Fig. 3). Note that the bus line can be circular or bi-directional. In the latter, there might be a need to spend a pre-determined
layover time at stop s , which is the last stop in direction 1 before moving to the opposite direction.

Let us denote the ordered set of all daily trips operating in the bus line as N. Following Eberlein et al. (2001), we introduce a
rolling horizon with trips N Nm . When the rolling horizon starts (i.e., when the first trip of the rolling horizon is about to be
dispatched), the dispatching times of all trips in Nm are modified simultaneously. As suggested by Eberlein et al. (2001), the choice of
the length of set Nm can be empirically determined based on the specific characteristics of the route such as the trip duration and the
level of travel time variability.

Consider one rolling horizon m M where M is the set of (finite) rolling horizons that cover one day of operations. The rolling
horizon includes a number of trips nN {1, 2, , }m = … that are expected to be dispatched after the rolling horizon starts and before it
ends. The trailing bus trip of trip 1 that has been already dispatched is re-indexed as 0. Using the re-indexing, we adjust the
dispatching times of all trips in the set n{1, 2, , }… simultaneously ignoring trip 0 that has already been dispatched.

It is important to note that trips 0 and n 1+ that do not belong to Nm are the “boundaries” of our rolling horizon because their
dispatching times cannot be modified within rolling horizon m. In addition, we should note that our rolling horizon can be “rolled”

Fig. 2. Observed interstation travel times for three subsequent trips in bus line 15L in Denver and standard error from the mean.

Fig. 3. Illustration of loop-formed bus line.
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forward every time a trip is about to be dispatched. Hence, the set n{1, 2, , }… becomes n{2, 3, , 1}… + when trip 1 has been dis-
patched and we have to make a collective decision about the dispatching times of trips n2, 3, , 1… + . The obvious benefit of “rolling”
the rolling horizon every time a trip is about to be dispatched is that we use up-to-date information to make well-informed decisions
for the dispatching times of the next trips.

Based on the daily schedule, trips n{1, 2, , }… have an originally planned dispatching time. Let j 0 denote the originally
planned dispatching time of each trip j n{1, 2, , }… where j n1 2< < … < < … < . The decision variables within this rolling
horizon are the dispatching time adjustments (offsets) x x xx { , , , }n1 2= … where x n. Hence, the adjusted dispatching times of trips

n{1, 2, , }… are x x x{ , , , }n n1 1 2 2+ + … + .
Before introducing the bus motion law that determines the vehicle trajectories, we list the main assumptions of our model

formulation:

(1) In high frequency services, the passenger arrivals at stops are random. This is supported by Welding (1957, 1985) and Bartholdi
and Eisenstein (2012) who noted that passengers do not coordinate their arrivals with the arrival times of buses in the case of
more than 5 buses per hour. Thus, the incremental increase of boarding times arising from a unit increase in headway is constant;

(2) The number of overtaking(s) among buses of the same line is negligibly small, and thus overtaking is omitted from our math-
ematical model. That is, the dispatching order of buses is maintained during the regular operations. This is a reasonable as-
sumption because the objective of our control strategy is to maintain regular headways, resulting in a very low probability of
overtaking.

3.2. Bus motion law governing the vehicle trajectories

With Assumptions 1–2, we can outline a set of rules governing the vehicle movements. For this, we briefly introduce the notation
in Table 1.

There are several options for modeling trip-varying travel times. Let j s, 0> be the travel time of trip j between stops s and

Table 1
Nomenclature.

Sets

S s{1, , , }= … … ordered set of consecutive bus stops;
nN {1, 2, , }m = … ordered set of trips that are expected to be dispatched within the rolling horizon;

Indices
j index of trips that are expected to be dispatched in the rolling horizon;
s index of stops;

Parameters
j the originally planned dispatching time for each trip j n{1, 2, , }… ;

hj s, the target headway between trips j and j 1 upon their arrival at stop s;

j s, expected inter-station travel time of trip j between stops s and s 1+ ;
µs passenger arrival rate at stop s;

j passenger capacity of trip j;

s percentage of onboard passengers that expect to alight at stop s;

1 required time for each passenger boarding;

2 required time for each passenger alighting;

j earliest possible time when a bus is available to operate trip j;
y s0, stranded passengers by trip 0 at stop s;
a s0, the arrival time of trip 0 at stop s;
k s0, dwell time of trip 0 at stop s;

Decision Variables
x x{ , , }n1 … the dispatching time offsets of trips j n{1, 2, , }… from j;

Variables
kj s, the dwell time of trip j at stop s;
rj s, number of passengers willing to board trip j at stop s;
aj s, the arrival time of trip j 1> at stop s;
hj s, the time headway between trips j and j 1 upon their arrival at stop s. That is, h a aj s j s j s, , 1,= ;
lj s, busload of trip j at the time of its arrival at stop s;
yj s, stranded passengers at stop s who are refused boarding by trip j 1> ;

Symbols
[·] denotes the expected value of a random variable;

Var[·] denotes the variance of a random variable.
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s 1+ . Eberlein et al. (2001) considered the inter-station travel times of all trips in the rolling horizon as constant. That is, j s, is
replaced by s and does not fluctuate from trip to trip. This is evidently not the case in practice since the inter-station travel time
fluctuations are one of the main causes of bunching. Marguier (1985) and Hickman (2001) treated the inter-station travel times, s, as
random variables with expectation [ ]s and variance Var[ ]s . A similar approach was later followed by Daganzo (2009). In this study,
we do not consider fixed inter-station travel times but we model them as trip-varying (namely, travel times j s, ) that assume de-
terministic values in the short time period of a rolling horizon.

Our deterministic approach clearly exploits the concept of rolling horizons. The rolling-horizons allow us to update the trip travel
time forecasts very frequently (i.e., at the start of each horizon); thus, limiting the prediction errors. In Section 6.1 the impact of
prediction errors to the quality of the dispatching time solution is investigated. While the nature of inter-station travel times is clearly
stochastic, one can make the hypothesis that the stochastic elements become very small in the limiting time frame of a rolling horizon
and that a deterministic model can provide a good approximation of the actual conditions. We should note here that this is the main
benefit of rolling-horizon optimization that splits longer-term optimization problems to shorter-term ones, thus limiting the stochastic
elements (Sethi and Sorger, 1991).

With the use of the forecasted values of trip-varying inter-station travel times, the expected arrival time aj s, of a bus trip
j n{1, 2, , }… at stop s S{2, 3, , }… is

a x kx( )j s j j

s

j

s

j,
1

1

,
2

1

,+ + +
= = (2)

where j is the planned dispatching time, xj the dispatching offset, j, the travel time from stop to 1+ and kj, the dwell time
at stop . In addition, s

j1
1

,= is the total travel time from the first bus stop until bus stop s and ks
j2

1
,= the accumulated dwell times

from stops s2, 3, , 1… . Note that the dwell time at stop s is not considered because it does not affect the arrival time of bus trip j at
stop s. Note also that the dwell times are aggregated starting from bus stop 2. The time headway hj s, of two successive trips j 1 and j
at the time of their arrival at a bus stop s 1> is defined as

h a a j n s Sx x x( ) ( ) ( ), for each {1, 2, , }, {2, 3, , }j s j s j s, , 1, … … (3)

We should note here that h j n s Sx( ) 0, {1, 2, , }, {2, 3, , }j s, … … because overtaking among buses that belong to the same
line is not allowed.

Headways can affect the dwell times of buses since a longer time headway will require from the trailing bus to board a pro-
portionally higher number of passengers. The dwell times are also affected by the passenger alightings. In the case where passengers
use the same door channel for boarding and alighting, the dwell time is the sum of boarding and alighting times. The alighting time of
a bus trip j at stop s 1> is l x( )s j s2 , , where 2 is the required time for each passenger alighting, l x( )j s, the passenger load of trip j when
it arrives at stop s, and s the percentage of on-board passengers that alight at stop s. Note that the value of s can be estimated from
the analysis of historical data. The boarding time of a bus trip j at stop s 1> is equal to the number of passenger boardings multiplied
by the boarding time for each extra boarding, 1. The number of passenger boardings is the minimum of the following two values:

• the number of passengers that are willing to board trip j at stop s 1> , which is the number of passengers that are waiting at stop s
when trip j arrives, µ h k yx x x( ( ) ( )) ( )s j s j s j s, 1, 1,+ , plus the number of additional passengers that arrive at stop s while pas-
sengers µ h k yx x x( ( ) ( )) ( )s j s j s j s, 1, 1,+ are boarding, µ µ h k yx x x[ ( ( ) ( )) ( )]s s j s j s j s1 , 1, 1,+ . That is,

r µ µ h k yx x x x( ) (1 )[ ( ( ) ( )) ( )]j s s s j s j s j s, 1 , 1, 1,= + + (4)

• the number of passengers that are allowed to board trip j at stop s 1> due to the vehicle capacity limit, l lx x( ) ( )j s j s j s, ,+ . Note
that l x( )j j s, is the available space in the bus when trip j arrives at stop s, and l x( )s j s, is the additional space created after the
passenger alightings at stop s. Hence, trip j can accommodate up to l lx x( ) ( )j s j s j s, ,+ passenger boardings at stop s

Considering the boarding and alighting times, the dwell time of a trip j at stop s is defined as

k r l l l
j n s S

x x x x x( ) min{ ( ), ( ) ( )} ( )
, for each {2, , }, {2, 3, , }

j s j s j s j s j s s j s, 1 , , , 2 ,+ +
… … (5)

where r l lx x xmin{ ( ), ( ) ( )}j s j s j s j s1 , , ,+ is the time needed for the actual passenger boardings considering the additional pas-
senger arrivals when the bus is dwelling, and l x( )s j s2 , the time needed for passenger alightings. Note that Eq. (5) assumes that in the
short time period within which the additional passengers µ µ h k yx x x[ ( ( ) ( )) ( )]s s j s j s j s1 , 1, 1,+ board trip j, the additional passenger
arrivals are negligibly small and can be ignored (see Hickman (2001)).

3.3. Boundary conditions

Eqs. (2)–(5) are interrelated and express the dynamic equations of the movement of buses. To apply them in practice, initial
conditions are required. The first initial condition is that the arrival times a s0, of bus trip 0 at stops s S{2, , }… are fixed since they
are not affected by the dispatching time decisions x n in this rolling horizon. Therefore, a s0, are problem parameters

s S{2, , }… . The same applies for the dwell times of bus trip 0 which have the known values of k s S, {1, 2, , 1}s0, … .
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Incorporating this initial condition, the inter-arrival time headways between bus trip 1 and its preceding one, 0, are:

h a a x a
h h k a a s S

x x
x x x

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ( ) ) ( ), {3, 4, , }s s s s s s

1,2 1,2 0,2 1 1 1,1 0,2

1, 1, 1 1, 1 1, 1 0, 0, 1

= + +
+ + … (6)

Eq. (6) links the time headways between trip 1 and 0 with the dispatching time offset of trip 1, x1, which can be used for steering
those time headways towards their target values.

Similarly, the time headways between any other trip j n{2, 3, , }… and its preceding trip j 1 are:

h x x j n
h h k k

j n s S

x
x x x x

( ) (( ) ) (( ) ), {2, 3, , }
( ) ( ) ( ( ) ) ( ( ) ),

{2, 3, , }, {3, 4, , }

j j j j j j j

j s j s j s j s j s j s

,2 ,1 1 1 1,1

, , 1 , 1 , 1 1, 1 1, 1

+ + + + …
+ + +

… … (7)

With regards to the dwell times, the dwell times of trip 1 are

k r l l l
s S

x x x x x( ) min{ ( ), ( ) ( )} ( ),
{2, 3, , 1}

s s s s s s s1, 1 1, 1 1, 1, 2 1,+ +
… (8)

with

r µ µ h k y
s S

x x( ) (1 )[ ( ( ) ) ],
{2, 3, , 1}

s s s s s s1, 1 1, 0, 0,+ +
… (9)

and of all other trips j n{2, 3, , }…

k r l l l
j n s S

x x x x x( ) min{ ( ), ( ) ( )} ( )
, {2, 3, , }, {2, 3, , 1}

j s j s j s j s j s s j s, 1 , , , 2 ,+ +
… … (10)

with

r µ µ h k y
j n s S

x x x x( ) (1 )[ ( ( ) ( )) ( )],
{2, 3, , }, {2, 3, , 1}

j s s s j s j s j s, 1 , 1, 1,+ +
… … (11)

Additionally, the busload of trip 1 from the time it departs from stop 1 until it arrives at stop 2 is

l µ µ x a k yx( ) min{(1 )[ ( ) ], }1,2 1 1 1 1 1 0,1 0,1 0,1 1+ + + (12)

and at any other stop s S{3, 4, , }… is

l l r l s Sx x x x( ) min{ ( ) ( ) ( ), }, {3, 4, , }s s s s s1, 1, 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1+ … (13)

The number of stranded passengers by trip 1 at stop 1 is

y µ µ x a k yx( ) min{ (1 )[ ( ) ], 0}1,1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0,1 0,1 0,1+ + +
(14)

and at any other stop s S{2, 3, , }…

y l r l s Sx x x x( ) min{ ( ) ( ) ( ), 0}, {2, 3, , }s s s s s1, 1 1, 1, 1,+ … (15)

Similarly, the busload of any other trip j {2, 3, }… from the time it departs from stop 1 until it arrives at stop 2 is

l µ µ x x y jx x( ) min{(1 )[ ( ) ( )], }, {2, 3, }j j j j j j j,2 1 1 1 1 1 1,1+ + + … (16)

and at any other stop s S{3, 4, , }… is

l l r l
j n s S

x x x x( ) min{ ( ) ( ) ( ), },
{2, 3, , }, {3, 4, , }

j s j s j s s j s j, , 1 , 1 1 , 1+
… … (17)

Finally, the stranded passengers by trip j n{2, 3, , }… at stop 1 are

y µ µ x x y jx x( ) min{ (1 )[ ( ) ( )], 0}, {2, 3, }j j j j j j j,1 1 1 1 1 1 1,1+ + + … (18)

and at any other stop s S{2, 4, , }…

y l r l
j s S

x x x x( ) min{ ( ) ( ) ( ), 0},
{2, 3, }, {2, 3, , }

j s j j s j s s j s, , , ,+
… … (19)

3.4. Coordinating the dispatching times of trips within the rolling horizon

Each one of the trips n{1, 2, , }… has a target inter-arrival headway hj s, with its leading bus at any stop s S{2, , }… . The target
headway is determined at the tactical planning stage and the passengers expect this headway to be maintained during the daily operations.
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A bus operator can consider several key performance indicators for improving the service regularity resulting in slightly different
objective functions (see Trompet et al. (2011)). Eberlein et al. (2001) considered as objective function the minimization of total
passenger waiting times. Bartholdi and Eisenstein (2012) tried to minimize the variance of headways from an ever-evolving value which
is different from the target headway. In contrast, Daganzo (2009) considered the variance from the target headway as a main objective.

In our approach, we strive to maintain the target headways by minimizing the second moments of the expected headways around
their target values. This reduces the additional passenger waiting times which is the main key performance indicator for bus operators
that operate under high frequency services. We note that this key performance indicator appears in contractual agreements as a level
of service requirement or as a monetary incentive (in Singapore, bus operators can receive as much as 6,000 Singaporean dollars per
bus line for each 0.1-min improvement of the additional passenger waiting times (Leong et al., 2016)). Hence, even in the case where
the additional waiting time for a single passenger is small, bus operators are motivated to determine optimal dispatching offsets

x x xx { , , , }n1 2= … that reduce the additional passenger waiting times:

n S
h hxargmin 1

( 1)
( ( ) )

s

S

j

n

j s j sx
2 1

, ,
2

= =

Note that the above expression is the variance of headways around their target values which, in the ideal case, can be equal to
zero. In this objective function, one should also incorporate information from the passenger demand to ensure that the total expected
waiting times of passengers are minimized. This can be incorporated by introducing a demand-related weight factor at each bus stop.
In this way, minimizing the expected waiting times at bus stops with more passengers will receive a higher priority in our optimi-
zation problem.

Placing different emphasis among bus stops can be modeled by using a vector w w ww { , , , }S2 3= … . In vector w S
0, weight

factors w w w, , , S2 3 … place more importance on maintaining the target headway at some bus stops with higher passenger demand in
the expense of other stops with lower demand. If maintaining the target headway at a stop s S {1} has no importance because there
are no passenger boardings at this stop, then w 0s = .

Using the demand-driven weights w w ww { , , , }S2 3= … , our objective function f maps the values of x n to the headway var-

iance around the target headways at all bus stops ( yx n f
0):

f w h hx x( ) ( ( ) )
s

S

s
j

n

j s j s
2 1

, ,
2

= = (20)

where 0> and is equal to
n w

1
S s2

= .

3.5. Avoid schedule sliding

In Section 3.4 we presented our problem objective that strives to resist bunching and maintain the target headways. What will
happen though if a trip is delayed? This will result in a “domino effect” where all trailing trips have to postpone their dispatching as
they strive to maintain their target headways. If remains unchecked, this will lead to schedule sliding where a trip delay is propagated
to subsequent trips. This effect is generally not acceptable because it will have implications to the schedules of bus drivers and will
prolong the time frame of the daily operations (Gkiotsalitis and Cats, 2019).

To avoid this effect, we introduce a slack time as in the works of Newell (1977) and Zhao et al. (2006). This slack time bounds the
dispatching time of the last trip within the rolling horizon, such that:

x for some 0n n n+ + (21)

where 0 is the pre-defined slack time. With this bound, we do not allow the dispatching time offset of our last trip to be greater
than the available slack time, even if this might have been beneficial for the service regularity. This inequality constraint tries to
prevent the propagation of delays to the next rolling horizon, thus limiting the adverse effects of schedule sliding.

3.6. Avoid refused boardings

Another constraint is imposed by the capacity limitations of vehicles. If all passengers should be allowed to enter a bus, then this
results in the following inequality constraints:

y j n s Sx( ) 0, {1, 2, , }, {1, 2, , }j s, … … (22)

3.7. Ensure bus availability

The dispatching times of trips are also bounded by the availability of buses. That is, a trip can only start if there is an available bus.
If the buses operating trips j n{1, 2, , }… will become available at times , , , n1 2 … , trips j n{1, 2, , }… can only be dispatched at
times xj j+ , such that:

x j n, {1, 2, , }j j j+ … (23)
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Note that in Eq. (23) the times , , , n1 2 … are treated as parameters. This holds true if the buses that operate trips j n{1, 2, , }…
are dispatched only once within the rolling horizon. That is to say, in Eq. (23) we assume that the duration of a rolling horizon is such
that the same bus cannot be dispatched twice. This is a common assumption in rolling horizon optimization (see Eberlein et al.
(2001)) and is instrumental in devising simpler formulations than the ones used in bus scheduling problems that consider the entirety
of daily trips and treat the availability of buses as a variable of the dispatching time decisions.

3.8. Mathematical program

Incorporating the schedule sliding constraints yields our main mathematical program which can be succinctly written as:

Q f x

x x x x

( ): min ( )

s. t. : ( ) { satisfies Eq. 6 23}
x

= (24)

where x( ) is the feasible set which is comprised of: (i) the equality constraints of Eqs. (6)–(19) that set the values of headways,
busloads, dwell times, and stranded passengers according to the boundary conditions and the bus motion laws, (ii) the inequality
constraint of Eq. (21) which is the schedule sliding-related constraint, (iii) the inequality constraints of Eq. (22) which strive to ensure
that there are no refused boardings, (iv) the inequality constraints of Eq. (23) which ensure that a trip starts only when a bus is
available, and the equality constraint of Eq. (20) that calculates the value of the objective function.

Note that the equality constraints of Eqs. (6)–(19) simply set the values of the problem variables for a given x and can always be
satisfied for any x n. The same holds true for the equality constraint of Eq. (20) which sets the value of the objective function for a
given x . In contrast, the inequality constraints of Eqs. (21)–(23) are conflicting and cannot be always satisfied at the same time. This
is proved in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Under certain conditions related to the availability of buses expressed in Eq. (23), x such that the inequality constraints
of Eq. (21) and (22) are satisfied.

Proof. As previously discussed, the equality constraints of Eqs. (6)–(20) are always satisfied for any given x n. Additionally, the
inequality constraints of Eq. (23), which ensure that a trip is dispatched only when a bus is available, are satisfied for

x x xx { , , , }n n n1 1 1 2 2 2+ + … + and the feasible set x( ) is non-empty. On the contrary, the schedule sliding
constraint xn n n+ + of Eq. (21) cannot be always satisfied in the feasible region x x x( ) {= satisfies Eq. (22)}. Indeed, for

n n> + we have that xn n n+ > + and constraint Eq. (21) cannot be satisfied.
Additionally, one of the inequality constraints of Eq. (22) dictate that

y µ µ x a k y µ µ x a k yx( ) 0 min{ (1 )[ ( ) ], 0} 0 (1 )[ ( ) ]1,1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0,1 0,1 0,1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0,1 0,1 0,1+ + + + + + . How-
ever, for µ µ x a k y, (1 )[ ( ) ]1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0,1 0,1 0,1+ + + + and this completes our proof. □

Theorem 1 proves that given the limited availability of buses for operating the allocated trips, there might be no dispatching time
solution that avoids schedule sliding and ensures that there are no refused passenger boardings. Consequently, program Q( ) can be
infeasible. For this reason, the inequality constraints of Eq. (21) and (22) will be henceforth treated as soft constraints. Treating them
as soft constraints, those constraints are relaxed and are allowed to be violated if, and only if, the problem is infeasible. To achieve
that, they are added to the objective function and are multiplied by large penalty factors which prioritize the satisfaction of those
constraints over the minimization of the headway variance around the target headways:

Q f M x M yx x

x x x x

( ): min ( ) max( , 0) ( )

s. t. : ( ) { satisfies Eq. 6 20, 23}

n
j

n

s

S

j s j sx 0
1 1

, ,+ +

=
= =

(25)

where M 00 and M 0j s, to ensure that a violation of the inequality constraints of Eq. (21) and (22) is overpenalized and
receives higher priority than reducing the value of f x( ). Note that the relaxed program Q( ) is always feasible because x n such
that the inequality constraints of Eq. (23) are satisfied and the equality constraints of Eqs. (6)–(20) are always satisfied for any
x n. Note also that if xn the inequality constraint of Eq. (21) is satisfied and there is no added penalty because

xmax( , 0) 0n = . In reverse, if xn the inequality constraint of Eq. (21) is violated and there is an added penalty of
M x M xmax( , 0) ( )n n0 0= .

Program Q( ) is not convex because f M x M yx x( ) max( , 0) ( )n j
n

s
S

j s j s0 1 1 , ,+ + = = is not differentiable at every point of its
domain given the non-smooth terms xmax( , 0)n and y j n s Sx( ), {1, , }, {1, , }j s, … … . Therefore, it cannot be guaranteed that
it can be solved to global optimality. Given that program Q( ) is not tractable and our rolling-horizon optimization requires to
compute a globally optimal solution within a short time frame, we simplify our model by limiting its application to services with a
planned supply that can satisfy the passenger demand in the majority of potential cases (this supply is determined with reliable
tactical planning). Recent tactical planning works, such as Gkiotsalitis and Cats (2018), device reliable line frequencies by factoring
in commonly observed headway irregularities at the operational stage. That is to say, the planned supply at the tactical level can
accommodate the passenger demand even in the case of expected headway irregularities.

Given that reliable tactical plans account for the commonly observed headway irregularities, some passengers might not be able
to board onto the first available trip in extreme cases with unexpected headway irregularities. However, because extreme headway
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irregularities are not common, we assume that the number of stranded passengers is negligibly small. This simplifies our intractable
mathematical program and is a reasonable assumption that is commonly used to decouple the tactical from the operational planning
(Marguier, 1985; Lin and Wilson, 1992; Eberlein et al., 2001; Daganzo, 2009).

This simplification allows us to compute a globally optimal solution and devise an exact method for solving the bus dispatching
problem. Later, in our numerical experiments, the solution of our model is evaluated in realistic simulations where the capacity of
vehicles and potential stranded passengers are considered.

Considering that our planned supply is adequate and the number of stranded passengers is negligibly small, the non-smooth terms
M y x( )j

n
s
S

j s j s1 1 , ,= = are omitted from the objective function. In addition, the formulations of the following variables are updated.
The dwell times of trip 1 now read

k r l s Sx x x( ) ( ) ( ), {2, 3, , 1}s s s s1, 1 1, 2 1,+ … (26)

with

r µ µ h k s Sx x( ) (1 ) ( ( ) ), {2, 3, , 1}s s s s s1, 1 1, 0,+ … (27)

and of all other trips j n{2, 3, , }…

k r l j n s Sx x x( ) ( ) ( ), {2, 3, , }, {2, 3, , 1}j s j s s j s, 1 , 2 ,+ … … (28)

with

r µ µ h k j n s Sx x x( ) (1 ) ( ( ) ( )), {2, 3, , }, {2, 3, , 1}j s s s j s j s, 1 , 1,+ … … (29)

Additionally, the busload of trip 1 from the time it departs from stop 1 until it arrives at stop 2 now reads

l µ µ x a kx( ) (1 ) ( )1,2 1 1 1 1 1 0,1 0,1+ + (30)

and at any other stop s S{3, 4, , }… is

l l r l s Sx x x x( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), {3, 4, , }s s s s s1, 1, 1 1, 1 1 1, 1+ … (31)

Similarly, the busload of any other trip j {2, 3, }… from the time it departs from stop 1 until it arrives at stop 2 is

l µ µ x x jx( ) (1 ) ( ), {2, 3, }j j j j j,2 1 1 1 1 1+ + … (32)

and at any other stop s S{3, 4, , }… is

l l r l
j n s S

x x x x( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),
{2, 3, , }, {3, 4, , }

j s j s j s s j s, , 1 , 1 1 , 1+
… … (33)

Hence, the non-smooth program Q( ) is transformed into Q( ) in the case where the planned supply from the tactical planning stage
is such that the service demand can be satisfied in almost all cases:

Q f M xx

x x x x

( ): min ( ) max( , 0)

s. t. : ( ) { satisfies Eq. 6 7, 20, 23, 26 33}

n
x

0+

= (34)

In Q( ) the objective is still not convex due to the non-smooth term M xmax( , 0)n0 . To rectify this, we introduce the slack
variable that receives the value of xmax( , 0)n at the solution of the reformulated program Q( )

Q f M

x

x

x x x x

( ): min ( )

s. t. : ( ) { satisfies Eq. 6 7, 20, 23, 26 33}

0
n

x,
0+

=

(35)

The reformulated program Q( ) has a quadratic objective function with linear (in) equality constraints. At this point, the calcu-
lation of f x( ) requires the calculation of the headway deviations, dwell times, and busloads via several recursive functions. In the
next section, we propose a reformulation and present the global optima of this problem, which is proved to be convex and smooth.

4. Smoothness, convexity and global optima

4.1. Smoothness and convexity

The smoothness of a function is a property measured by the number of derivatives that are continuous. If f Mx( ) 0+ is smooth, it
should have derivatives of all orders everywhere in its feasible region. This will allow us to use classical solution methods to obtain a
solution. To investigate this, we should derive the first and higher order conditions of the multi-variate quadratic program Q( ). As
Hickman (2001) noted, this is a tedious task given the recursive relations that emerge from the bus motion law. Despite the com-
plexity, in this section we proceed in the direction of reformulating our program and obtaining the Jacobian and Hessian matrices in
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order to prove smoothness and reduce the computational burden of solving the recursive program Q( ).
To derive the first and higher order conditions, we substitute the recursive relations of Q( ) by expressing all headway deviations with

respect to x . Without loss of generality, and given the tedious task of deriving the derivatives of rolling horizons with numerous trips, we
focus on a rolling horizon with 2 trips and unlimited stops. Note that a rolling horizon with 2 trips offers a complete representation of the
headway deviations with the preceding and following buses and can be easily generalized to longer rolling horizons.

The deviation of the time headway h x( )1,2 from its target headway h1,2 can be expressed as

h h x a h c c xx( ) ( ) ¯1,2 1,2 1 1 1,1 0,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1= + + = + (36)

where c c, ¯1,2 1,2 have the fixed values of c a h1,2 1 1,1 0,2 1,2+ , and c̄ 11,2 = .
The deviation of the time headway h x( )1,3 from its target headway h1,3 is expressed as

h h h k a a h c x h k a a hx x x x( ) ( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ( ) ) ( )1,3 1,3 1,2 1,2 1,2 0,3 0,2 1,3 1,2 1 1,2 1,2 1,2 0,3 0,2 1,3= + + = + + + + . For simplifica-
tion, we set µ(1 )s s 1+ . Now, let us rewrite l x( )1,2 as l d x dx( ) ¯1,2 1,2 1 1,2= + where d d¯ ,1,2 1,2 are constants with values d µ1̄,2 1 1 and
d µ a k( )1,2 1 1 1 0,1 0,1 . Then, by definition, k µ c x h k d x dx( ) ( ) ( ¯ )1,2 1 2 2 1,2 1 1,2 0,2 2 2 1,2 1 1,2= + + + + . Hence, the closed-form
expression of the deviation of h x( )1,3 from h1,3 becomes

h h c c xx( ) ¯1,3 1,3 1,3 1,3 1= + (37)

where c c, ¯1,3 1,3 are newly defined parameters with fixed values:

c c h µ c h k d a a h( ) ( )1,3 1,2 1,2 1 2 2 1,2 1,2 0,2 2 2 1,2 1,2 0,3 0,2 1,3+ + + + +

c µ d¯ 1 ¯1,3 1 2 2 2 2 1,2+ +

Intuitively, the deviation of the time headway h x( )s1, from its target value h s1, at any other stop s S{4, 5, , }… varies based on
the dispatching time modification:

h h c c x s Sx( ) ¯ , {4, 5, , }s s s s1, 1, 1, 1, 1= + … (38)

where c c, ¯s s1, 1, are parameters with fixed values. The exact values of c c, ¯s s1, 1, for every s S{4, 5, , }… can be easily derived as
above.

Considering the headway deviations of trip 2 at stop 2 we can write

h h x x h
c c x x c x

x( ) (( ) ) (( ) )
¯ ( )

2,2 2,2 2 2 2,1 1 1 1,1 2,2

2,2 2,2 2 1 2,2 1

= + + + +
= + + (39)

where c h c, ¯ 12,2 2 2,1 1 1,1 2,2 2,2+ = , and c 02,2 = .
Similarly, at any other stop s {3, 4, }= … ,

h h h k k h
c c x x c x s

x x x x( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) )
¯ ( ) , {3, 4, }

s s s s s s s s

s s s

2, 2, 2, 1 2, 1 2, 1 1, 1 1, 1 2,

2, 2, 2 1 2, 1

= + + +
= + + … (40)

where the exact values of parameters c c c, ¯ ,s s s2, 2, 2, can be derived by expanding the values of h k kx x x( ), ( ), ( )s s s2, 1 2, 1 1, 1 .
Using Eqs. (36)–(40) and the fixed values of the newly defined parameters c c c, ¯ ,j s j s j s, , , , the dispatching times of the trips in our

rolling horizon can be determined by solving the following program, which can substitute program Q( ):

P f f M

x

x x

x x x x

( ): min ( , ) ( )

s. t. : ( ) { satisfies Eq. 20, 23, 36 40}

0
n

x,
0+

=

(41)

In the remainder of this section, we prove that program P( ) has an objective function which is smooth in its domain. We also
prove that programs P Q( ), ( ) can be solved to global optimality regardless the number of bus stops.

Theorem 2. Program P( ) has a smooth function f x( , ) in its domain with respect to x, .

Proof. Note that the inequality constraints of and the (in) equality constraints of the feasible set x( ) are linear, and thus form a
closed polyhedron. Hence, the domain of P( ) is a convex set. Consequently, it is sufficient to prove that f x( , ) is continuously
differentiable. f x( , ) can be expanded as

f M w h h w h h

M w c c x c c x x c x

x x x( , ) ( ( ) ) ( ( ) )

( ¯ ) ( ¯ ( ) )

s

S

s s s
s

S

s s s

s

S

s s s
s

S

s s s

0
2

1, 1,
2

2
2, 2,

2

0
2

1, 1, 1
2

2
2, 2, 2 1 2, 1

2

= + + + …

= + + + + + + …

= =

= =

Using this expansion, we compute the Hessian matrix of second order derivatives, H n n( 1) ( 1)+ × + . In the case of two bus trips in
the rolling horizon, H has the following elements:
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f
x

w c c c c cx( , ) 2 ¯ 2¯ ¯
s

S

s s s s s s

2

1
2

2
2,
2

2, 2, 2,
2

1,
2= + +

=

f
x x

w c c cx( , ) 2 ¯ ¯
s

S

s s s s
2

1 2 2
2, 2, 2,=

=

f
x x

w c c cx( , ) 2 ¯ ¯
s

S

s s s s
2

2 1 2
2, 2, 2,=

=

f
x

w cx( , ) 2 ¯
s

S

s s

2

2
2

2
2,
2=

=

f x( , ) 0
2

2 =

Now, if the partial derivatives f
x xi j

2
and f

x xj i

2
of function f are continuous at any point x0, then they should be equal. That is, to

prove smoothness we need to prove that the Hessian is a symmetric matrix. This is indeed the case since the Hessian is

w c c c c c w c c c

w c c c w c
H

2 ¯ 2¯ ¯ 2 ¯ ¯ 0

2 ¯ ¯ 2 ¯ 0

0 0 0

s

S

s s s s s s
s

S

s s s s

s

S

s s s s
s

S

s s

2
2,
2

2, 2, 2,
2

1,
2

2
2, 2, 2,

2
2, 2, 2,

2
2,
2

=

+ +
= =

= =

(42)

which is symmetric, and this completes our proof. By generalization, the same holds true for rolling horizons with trips n 2> . □

Theorem 3. Program P( ) is a convex optimization problem, and thus a locally optimal solution is also a globally optimal one.

Proof. Let us consider the case of two bus trips in the rolling horizon. The inequality constraints of program P( ) are linear, and thus
form a closed polyhedron. Hence, the domain of P( ) is a convex set. Consequently, it is sufficient to prove that f x( , ) is convex.
f x( , ) can be rewritten as

f M w c c c x c x

w c c x x c x

x( , ) 2 ¯ ¯

( ¯ ( ) )

s

S

s s s s s

s

S

s s s s

0
2

1,
2

1, 1, 1 1,
2

1
2

2
2, 2, 2 1 2, 1

2

= + + + +

+ + + …

=

=

Now, let us set functions

g Mx( , )0 0

g w c c c x c xx, 2 ¯ ¯
s

S

s s s s s1
2

1,
2

1, 1, 1 1,
2

1
2+ +

=

g w c c x x c xx, ( ¯ ( ) )
s

S

s s s s2
2

2, 2, 2 1 2, 1
2+ +

=

g x( , )3

…

g x( , )n

such that f g g g gx x x x x( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )n0 1 2= + + + …+ .
Function g x( , )0 has a zero-valued Hessian matrix and thus it is convex. The Hessian of g x( , )1 is a zero-valued matrix with a first

element w c2 ¯ 0g
x s

S
s

x( , )
2 1,2

22 1

1
2 = = . Thus, g x( , )1 is also convex with respect to x, . Function g x( , )2 has a Hessian matrix of
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w c c w c c c

w c c c w c
H

2 (¯ ) 2 ¯ ¯ 0

2 ¯ ¯ 2 ¯ 0

0 0 0

s

S

s s s
s

S

s s s s

s

S

s s s s
s

S

s s

2
2, 2,

2

2
2, 2, 2,

2

2
2, 2, 2,

2

2
2,
2

=
= =

= =

(43)

which has the eigenvalues of 0 and w c w c c w c w c w c c2 ¯ 2 ¯ ¯ (¯ ) 0s
S

s s s
S

s s s s
S

s s s
S

s s s
S

s s s2 2,
2

2 2, 2, 2 2,
2

2 2,
2

2 2, 2,
2+ = += = = = = . Since

the eigenvalues of the Hessian are always greater than or equal to zero, function g x( , )2 is convex with respect to x, .
In the case of two buses in the rolling horizon, f g g gx x x x( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )0 1 2= + + . From the properties of convexity, the sum

of convex functions is a convex function. Hence, f x( , ) is convex with respect to x, and this completes our proof.
Generalizing our proof to the case of n 2> bus trips in the rolling horizon, we introduce functions

g h h h j n s S( ) ( ) , {1, 2, , }, {2, 3, , }j s j s j s j s, , , ,
2= … … . Our objective function f M w h hx x, ( ( ) )s

S
s j

n
j s j s0 2 1 , ,

2= + = = can

be therefore written as:

f M w g hh, ( )
s

S

s
j

n

j s j s0
2 1

, ,= +
= =

where the equality constraints of our program form a closed polyhedron and connect h with x via a set of linear equalities. We
note that M0 has a zero-valued Hessian, and thus it is convex. We also note that

g
h

j n s S2 0, 1, 2, , , 2, 3, ,j s

j s

2
,

,
2 = … …

Consequently, function f is convex as the sum of convex functions and this completes our proof for the general case where
n 2> . □

4.2. Global optima

Given that our function is proved to be smooth and thus continuously differentiable in its domain, we can obtain the
Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions. To obtain the KKT conditions, our mathematical program P( ) can be written as

P M w c c x w c c x x c x

x j n
x

( ): min ( ¯ ) ( ¯ ( ) )

s. t. : 0, {1, 2, , }
0

0

s
s

S

s s
s

S

s s s s

j j j

n

x,
0

2
1, 1, 1

2

2
2, 2, 2 1 2, 1

2+ + + + + + …

…
+

= =

(44)

Then, we introduce KKT multipliers , , , , 0n n1 2 1 2… + + for every inequality constraint, and we define function

M w c c x w c c x x c x

x x

x( , ) ( ¯ ) ( ¯ ( ) )s
s

S

s s
s

S

s s s s

j

n

j j j j n n

0
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1, 1, 1
2

2
2, 2, 2 1 2, 1

2

1
1 2 2

+ + + + + + …

+

= =

=
+ +

(45)

Note that each inequality constraint is not binding when the respective j0, {1, 2, }j = … . To simplify the notation for de-
riving the gradient x( , ), we set:

c c c c c c
c c c c
c c c

2 ¯ 2 ¯ 2
¯ 2¯ 4¯ 2

2¯ 2¯

s s s s s s s

s s s s s

s s s s

1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2,

1, 2,
2

2, 2, 2,
2

1, 2, 2, 2,
2

+
+

(46)

c c
c
c c c

2 ¯
¯ 2¯

2¯ 2¯

n s s s

s s

s s s s

, 2, 2,

2, 2,
2

2, 2, 2, 2,
2 (47)

When determining the dispatching times in a rolling horizon with two trips, a local optimum x( , ) can be found if x( , )
satisfies the necessary KKT conditions expressed in the following system of equations:
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(48)

By solving the above system of equations, one can obtain analytically the local optima which are globally optimal solutions of our
optimization problem given the convexity of P( ). That is, the necessary KKT conditions are also sufficient for our reformulated
problem. As we will show in the numerical experiments, our reformulated program P( ) reduces the computational burden when we
compare it with the computational time needed to solve the main mathematical program Q( ) which included multiple recursive
relations. Therefore, our reformulation to program P( ) is favorable for readjusting the dispatching times of trips in a dynamic
environment where decisions need to be made in quasi-real-time.

5. Computational Study

In this section, we present the results of a computational study on various randomly generated (idealized) scenarios. The objective
of this computational study is to (i) demonstrate the implementation of our solution method in a small-scale idealized scenario; (ii)
compare the headway variance around the target headways when using our method against other myopic methods that adjust the
dispatching time of one trip at a time; (iii) investigate the computational cost of our approach in multiple randomly generated
scenarios with varying number of bus stops.

Our experiments are executed in a general-purpose computer with Intel Core i7-7700HQ CPU @ 2.80 GHz and 16 GB RAM. All
solution methods and external libraries are in Python 3.6. To solve the mathematical program Q( ) and its proposed reformulation,
P( ), we used CPLEX 12.8 in AIMMS 4.61.

5.1. Demonstration of dispatching time rescheduling on an idealized bus line

To demonstrate the application of our approach, we introduce a small-scale idealized scenario with 4 bus stops (see Fig. 4). In this
scenario, we consider a rolling horizon within which three new bus trips (namely 1, 2, and 3) are expected to be dispatched. Trip 0
that precedes trip 1 has been already dispatched when our optimization starts. Its expected arrival times at stops are: a 00,1 = s,
a 9000,2 = s, a 1600 s0,3 = , and a 2400 s0,4 = . Its dwell times: k 100,1 = s, k 100,2 = s, k 10 s0,3 = , and k 10 s0,4 = .

Fig. 4. Topology of the idealized bus line, planned dispatching times of the rescheduled trips in this rolling horizon, and expected passenger arrival
rates at each stop.
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The originally planned dispatching times of trips 1, 2, and 3 are: 5001 = s, 10002 = s, and 15003 = s. The expected inter-station
travel times of trips 1, 2, and 3 are provided in Table 2.

In addition, the time needed for each extra passenger boarding is 31 = s and for each extra passenger alighting 22 = s. The
passenger arrival rates at stops 1, 2 and 3 are µ 0.021 = passengers per s, µ 0.0222 = p/s, and µ 0.0243 = p/s, respectively. The target
time headways at stops are defined based on the service frequency and are h 500j s, = s, j s{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}. Finally, bus stops
2,3 and 4 have the same importance weights: w s1, {2, 3, 4}s = .

The percentages of onboard passengers that alights at every stop is set as 40%2 = for stop 2, 80%3 = for stop 3, and 100%4 =
for the last stop where all remaining passengers need to disembark. Due to vehicle circulation, the earliest possible times a bus is
available to operate trips j {1, 2, 3}= are 5001 = s, 10202 = s, and 15303 = s, respectively. In addition, to avoid schedule sliding,
the last trip of the rolling horizon has a dispatching time buffer of 120= s.

Solving mathematical program Q( ) in CPLEX returns solution

x x x x0 s, 36.71 s, 30 s, 0 s, and 0.1 2 3 4= = = = =

with inter-arrival headways

h s h s h s
h s h s h s
h s h s h s

500.0 , 562.8 , 643.8 ,
486.7 , 524.3 , 555.8 ,
523.3 , 505.3 , 535.1 .

12 13 14

22 23 24

32 33 34

= = =
= = =
= = =

and an objective function score of f x( , ) 2525.19= s2. Note that in our optimal solution, the schedule sliding constraint is not
active and trips 1 and 3 are dispatched immediately when the bus is available. If there was availability of buses (that is,

, ,1 2 3 ), the optimal solution would be x x x( , , , ) ( 63.91 2 3 = s, 56.0 s, 84.7 s, 0) with f x( , ) 997.17= s2, indicating a
potential gain of 60% for this particular case.

Similarly, our analytic solution based on the KKT system of equations or the solution of our reformulated program P( ), which does
not contain recursive relations, is the same as the solution of program Q( ) regardless of the initial solution guess. This validates the
convexity of our program and ensures that our solution is globally optimal. To make our work reproducible, our software code for
program Q( ) is publicly released at Gkiotsalitis (2019a) using an easy-to-follow model structure.

In the next sub-section, we perform computational tests in larger lines with more stops to compare the computational costs of our
approach against the computational costs of solving the recursive program Q( ).

5.2. Computational Efficiency tests

To explore the computational efficiency and scalability of our algorithm we perform a series of computational tests in randomly
generated networks with different numbers of trips and bus stops. In these tests we report the computational cost of solving

• the dispatching time problem Q( ) with the use of CPLEX;
• our reformulated program P( ) either analytically, by solving the KKT system of equations, or via using CPLEX since both ap-
proaches result in relatively similar computational costs.

To perform the computational tests, we consider rolling-horizon optimization scenarios with 3 and 4 trips. In Fig. 5, we present
the computational costs when solving programs Q( ) and our reformulated program P( ). Note that the number of recursive calcu-
lations in program Q( ) increases quickly with the number of bus stops and, after a certain point, it becomes time-consuming to
evaluate the objective function score. Therefore, program Q( ) exhibits a rapid computational time increase when solving it in bus
lines with more stops. In particular, our results demonstrate that one cannot solve program Q( ) within a reasonable time (i.e., 10 min)
for lines with more than 16 bus stops. This can be explained because every time CPLEX evaluates a potential solution x in the case
of 16 stops, it has to recompute the updated headways, dwell times, and busloads at all 16 stops in a recursive manner.

In particular, our reformulation to program P( ) is beneficial in the following aspects:

• the values of all parameters c c c, ¯, , …are pre-computed before the optimization starts. Hence, our objective function is evaluated
faster because the changes to the decisions variables x, are reflected directly to the objective function values without the need to
compute recursive relations that provide the values of headways, busloads, and dwell times;
• the number of iterations until convergence is significantly lower with respect to program Q( ) when the number of stops increases;

Table 2
Trip travel times j s, from stop s to stop s 1+ per bus trip j.

stops

trip j s 1= s 2= s 3=

1 900 s 720 s 810 s
2 850 s 760 s 750 s
3 880 s 740 s 880 s
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• it can be solved analytically in smaller instances; thus, the implementation of a solution method is not always needed.

To conclude, the computational efficiency tests presented in Fig. 5 demonstrate a significant advantage of program P( ) that
exhibits a computational cost in the range of 0–90 s. On the contrary, the self-imposed computational threshold of 10 min allowed
CPLEX to solve networks with up to 16 stops when solving program Q( ).

5.3. Comparison against one-by-one (myopic) dispatching time decisions

In our work, we adjust the dispatching times of all trips in a rolling horizon simultaneously. Alternatively, one can determine the
dispatching time of each bus trip when it is about to be dispatched by considering that future trips will be dispatched as planned
(Hickman, 2001; Fu and Yang, 2002). Let us consider a bus trip j that is about to be dispatched. In the latter case, its dispatching time
adjustment, xj, is decided with the sole objective of meeting the target headways with its preceding trip j 1:

h x hmin ( ( ) )
x s

S

j s j j s
2

, ,
2

j = (49)

Therefore, if we have 1,2,…,n bus trips, the decisions about the dispatching time adjustments of each bus trip j n{1, 2, , }… are
made individually when the respective trip j is about to be dispatched. Note that we do not consider the target headway between bus
trip j and its following trip j 1+ when we decide about the dispatching time of trip j. The reason is that the time headways between
trips j and j 1+ do not depend only on the dispatching time decision of trip j, but also on a future decision regarding the dispatching
time of trip j 1+ which is currently unknown.

To investigate the improvement potential of our holistic rolling-horizon approach against the (myopic) one-by-one dispatching
time adjustments, we apply both approaches to the idealized scenario presented in the previous sub-section when 2501 = s and

5001 = s. The results are summarized in Fig. 6.
From Fig. 6 one can note that if we decide the dispatching time of each trip independently, the performance deteriorates. For

5001 = s, the first trip of the rolling horizon is already delayed and its dispatching time is the same when we employ the one-by-one
or the rolling horizon optimization decision strategy. We note that for 5001 = s the solutions of both approaches are x x x( , , ) (1 2 3 = 0
s, 50 s, 30 s) and (0 s, 36.7 s, 30 s), respectively.

Fig. 5. Computational time of CPLEX when solving program Q( ) compared against the computational cost of our reformulated program P( ) in cases
of 3 and 4 trips in the rolling horizon.

Fig. 6. Improvement potential when the dispatching time decisions for all trips within the rolling horizon are made simultaneously against the case
where they are made independently (one-by-one).
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On the contrary, when a bus is available for dispatching trip 1 even earlier than its planned schedule (e.g., 2501 = s), the greedy
one-by-one decision strategy aims to dispatch it as early as possible to reduce its headway deviation with the already dispatched bus
0. Our more holistic rolling horizon decision strategy considers the inter-arrival headways among all trips in the rolling horizon and
restrains from dispatching trip 1 too early. Hence, the solution of the one-by-one decision strategy is x x x( , , ) (1 2 3 = -67.4 s, 20 s, 30 s)
and the solution of the rolling horizon decision strategy is (-27.2 s, 21.4 s, 30 s), resulting in a regularity gain of 33%.

6. Solution performance on a simulated route

6.1. Sensitivity analysis with respect to travel time fluctuations

We built a simulation of route 15L in Denver, US. Bus line 15L connects the Denver metropolitan area with a main train station
(Aurora Metro Center). This line serves the downtown area of the city and is selected because it operates under high frequencies
during certain periods of the day. The topology of its bus stops is presented in Fig. 7. The first trip of the day is planned at 6:03am and
the last is expected to arrive at the terminal around 1:48am (61 daily trips in total).

We based our simulations on GTFS-RT data collected from the fleet telematics systems to derive the inter-station travel times. In
our simulations, we focus on a rolling horizon with three bus trips with planned dispatching times at 486951 = s, 491122 = s, and

496043 = s (or 13:31:35, 13:38:32, and 13:46:44, respectively). Note that the planned headways among those trips are in the range
of 417–492 s or, equivalently, 7 8.5 minutes, and thus they are operating under high frequency conditions. The observed inter-
station travel times of those trips are based on GTFS-RT data from July 2017. Finally, the earliest possible times a bus is available to
operate the above-mentioned trips are 485401 = s, 490022 = s, and 495863 = s, respectively.

To analyze the sensitivity of our dispatching time adjustments to travel time fluctuations, we proceed to a series of simulation
tests as follows:

• using as input the average values of the inter-station travel times obtained from the historical GTFS-RT data, [ ]j s, , we compute
the optimal dispatching time adjustments by solving program P( );
• we assume the actual inter-station travel times, j s, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, ,15}j s, … , as random variables that follow a normal
distribution µ~ ( , )j s, with expectation µ [ ]j s,= and standard deviation SD [ ]j s,= . Note that we select a normal distribution
because it is found to be the best option for capturing the stochasticity of inter-station travel times (see Dessouky et al. (2003) and
Xuan et al. (2011));
• we employ Monte Carlo simulations using a realization of the stochastic travel times µ~ ( , )j s, at each Monte Carlo simulation;
• we calculate the performance of our solution in scenarios where the standard deviation SD [ ]j s,= of the stochastic inter-station
travel times takes the values of Table 3.

At each Monte Carlo simulation, we use a realization of the stochastic travel times sampled from the normal distribution
µ~ ( , )j s, . Sampling a travel time realization from the normal distribution might lead to negative travel times or unrealisticly high

values. For this reason, we enforce a lower and upper bound to the sampled travel time values as:

t t SD tmin{ , max{ ( [ ], [ ]), }}j s s
c

j s j s s
f

, , ,= (50)

where ts
f is the minimum travel time observed between stops s and s 1+ and ts

c is the maximum travel time observed between

Fig. 7. Illustrative example of the topology of stops for bus line 15L in Denver.
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stops s and s 1+ in congested conditions using historical GTFS-RT data.
The performance of our dispatching time adjustment that considered deterministic travel time expectations [ ]j s, is evaluated in

the presence of travel time fluctuations at each one of the scenarios in Table 3 with the execution of 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations
for each standard deviation value. To provide more information about our simulation environment, we note that:

• our simulation is event-based. That is, the travel time of a bus trip, j, for traversing the downstream link s s 1+ is randomly
selected from the restricted normal distribution of Eq. (50) when it arrives at stop s.
• with respect to overcrowding, the capacity of buses is considered at the simulation and the dwell time of a bus cannot be higher
than the dwell time needed until the passenger boardings reach the vehicle capacity limit.
• with respect to the dwell times, the dwell time is determined realistically as the time needed for boardings and alightings every
time the bus arrives at a stop.

Results are summarized in Fig. 8 where the Tukey boxplot convention is utilized. The upper and lower boundaries of the boxes
indicate the upper and lower quartiles (i.e. 75th and 25th percentiles denoted as Q3 and Q1, respectively). The black lines vertical to
the boxes (whiskers) show the maximum and minimal values that are not outliers. Following the convention of the Tukey boxplot, the
whiskers are determined by plotting the lowest datum still within 1.5 the interquartile range (IQR) Q3-Q1 of the lower quartile, and
the highest datum still within 1.5 IQR of the upper quartile - McGill et al. (1978)).

The (average) performance of our dispatching time solution deteriorates the most when the stochastic travel times vary from their
expected values with a standard deviation of 50% [ ]j s, . Note that there is an incremental deterioration of the (average) performance
of our dispatching time solution when the standard deviation increases from 5% to 50%. Unexpectedly, this incremental deterioration
is not followed in the scenario with a standard deviation of 30% [ ]j s, . This can be (partially) explained from the fact that (in some
cases) the inter-station travel time realizations might be more favorable than their expected values. This is supported by the lower
whiskers of the boxplots which indicate that for some travel time realizations the performance can be improved compared to the case
where the travel times follow their expected values.

A clear pattern from Fig. 8 is that the IQR of the boxplots increases when the standard deviation of the normal distribution
increases. This is expected to a certain degree because if we increase the sampling range of the inter-station travel times, the inter-

Table 3
Mean and standard deviation of the normal distributions from which the inter-station travel
time realizations are sampled.

Scenario Mean Standard Deviation, SD [ ]j s,

1 [ ]j s, 5%· [ ]j s,
2 [ ]j s, 15%· [ ]j s,
3 [ ]j s, 30%· [ ]j s,
4 [ ]j s, 50%· [ ]j s,

Fig. 8. Performance of the deterministic rolling horizon optimization solution in different travel time fluctuation scenarios using 1,000 Monte Carlo
simulations per scenario.
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station realizations will result in more extreme scenarios.

6.2. Sensitivity analysis with respect to passenger demand fluctuations

To analyze the sensitivity of our dispatching time adjustments to passenger demand fluctuations, we proceed to a series of
simulation tests as follows:

• we assume varying passenger arrival rates at stops, µ s S, {1, 2, , 1}s … , that follow a normal distribution µ µ~ ( , )s with
expectation µ and standard deviation . Note that the total passenger arrivals which are equal to the product of the passenger
arrival rate and the time headway among successive buses are uniformly distributed across time. That is to say, the arriving
processes follow the uniform distribution;
• we employ Monte Carlo simulations using a realization of the stochastic passenger arrival rates µ µ s S~ ( , ), {1, 2, , 1}s …
at each Monte Carlo simulation;
• we calculate the performance of our solution in a range of scenarios with coefficient of variations (CV) that range from 5% (mild
variation) to 15%, 30%, and 50%.

At each Monte Carlo simulation, we use a realization of the passenger arrival rates sampled from the normal distribution.
Sampling passenger arrival rates from a normal distribution might lead to negative arrival rates. For this reason, we enforce a lower
bound of zero passenger arrivals per second.

The performance of our dispatching time adjustment that considered deterministic passenger arrival rates is evaluated in the
presence of passenger arrival rate fluctuations at each one of the scenarios with CV = 5%, 15%, 30% and 50% with the execution of
1,000 Monte Carlo simulations for each CV value. Results are summarized in Fig. 9 where the Tukey boxplot convention is utilized.

The (average) performance of our dispatching time solution deteriorates the most when the passenger arrival rates vary from their
expected values with a CV of 50%. In contrast to the travel time fluctuations, the performance of our solution is less sensitive to
passenger demand fluctuations. For instance, the lower and upper whiskers maintain their values within the shorter range of 1.26·105

s2 to 1.35·105 s2. This can be partly explained by the fact that the passenger arrival rates affect only the dwell times which have a less
significant effect to the headway variations compared to the travel times. In reverse, the travel time variations impact directly the
headways and our solution’s performance is more sensitive to such changes.

6.3. Sensitivity Analysis of the time interval of “rolled” rolling horizons

In the simulations of bus line 15L we considered a control horizon with three bus trips. In this sub-section, we investigate the
effect of the time interval of “rolled” rolling horizons on the operational performance. As previously explained, in a “rolled” rolling
horizon the number of trips remains the same but the horizon is “rolled” every time a new trip is about to be dispatched.
Consequently, the information about the positions of the running buses and the predicted inter-station travel times is updated every
time the rolling horizon is “rolled” forward.

The time interval of a rolling horizon is investigated because a different time interval might have an impact on the results. For

Fig. 9. Performance of the deterministic rolling horizon optimization solution in different passenger arrival rate fluctuation scenarios using 1,000
Monte Carlo simulations per scenario.
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instance, horizons with only one trip result in myopic optimization that does not consider the interrelations among bus trips, whereas
horizons with multiple trips use predictions in the long future that might be of low accuracy (especially if the demand and travel
times of the operating service fluctuate significantly over time). Therefore, we perform a sensitivity analysis to investigate the effect
of different rolling horizon intervals.

From historical GTFS-RT data from July 2017 we obtain the expected trip-varying inter-station travel times and the respective
standard deviation(s) for all daily trips. In addition, every time our decisions need to be updated we use the Kalman filter predictor of
Cathey and Dailey (2003) to predict the trip-varying inter-station travel times for the trips operating in this “rolled” rolling horizon.
Applying the Kalman filter predictor resulted in different prediction errors depending on the prediction horizon. Inter-station travel
time predictions 1 min ahead are so accurate that the prediction errors are ~4 times smaller than the prediction errors when using the
expected travel times. However, predictions of inter-station travel times 40 min ahead do not result in significantly improved pre-
diction errors. The prediction errors of the Kalman filter predictor are reported in Table 4 and clearly depend on the prediction
horizon. Note that this is in line with the results of Cathey and Dailey (2003) from Seattle, WA.

To investigate the impact of the time interval of the “rolled” rolling horizons we consider horizons of up to 6 trips. Prior to the
modification of their dispatching times, trips were planned to be dispatched in headways of 7.5 min due to a scheduled frequency of 8
trips per hour. Given that the duration for this route is approximately 71 min, no trip will be dispatched twice within one rolling
horizon. Hence, in line with Eq. (23), the expected times when buses are available to perform the trips in the rolling horizon are
known at the beginning of the rolling horizon. The sensitivity analysis of the horizon interval to the performance of the operations is
tested in the following five scenarios:

(i) simulation scenario with 6 “rolled” horizons where each control horizon contains 1 trip. In this control horizon, each time a trip
is about to be dispatched its dispatching time is determined based on its expected headway(s) with its preceding trip;

(ii) simulation scenario with 6 “rolled” horizons containing 2 trips each. That is, trips {1, 2}, {2, 3}, …, {5, 6}, {6, 7};
(iii) simulation scenario with 6 “rolled” horizons containing 3 trips each. That is, trips {1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}, …, {6, 7, 8};
(iv) simulation scenario with 6 “rolled” horizons containing 4 trips each. That is, trips {1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4, 5}, …, {6, 7, 8, 9};
(v) simulation scenario with 6 “rolled” horizons containing 6 trips each. That is, trips {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, …,

{6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12}.

Note that each simulation scenario ends when the 6th trip has been dispatched and the results are compared based on the realized
headways of the 6 first trips that indicate the service regularity. The positions of vehicles and the inter-station travel time predictions
are updated each time a rolling horizon is rolled. Before discussing the results, we note that the obvious disadvantage of rolling
horizons with few trips is that they do not consider information about the potential decisions of future trips (myopic control).
Conversely, the disadvantage of rolling horizons with many trips is that predicting the inter-station travel times of several trips ahead
results in high prediction errors and thus the decision about the dispatching time of the current trip might be influenced by inaccurate
data.

In each of the (i)–(v) simulation scenarios, we decide about the dispatching times of buses in each “rolled” rolling horizon based
on the updated predictions of the trip-varying inter-station travel times. Those predictions exhibit lower errors for the first trips in the
rolling horizon. From the dispatching time decisions, only the decision about the 1st trip in the rolling horizon is actually implemented
by the time the horizon “rolls” forward. The results are summarized in Fig. 10.

Key observations from Fig. 10 are: (i) for a very small time control horizon, the myopic decisions of the dispatching times of a
single trip at a time do not yield a good performance; (ii) after the consideration of 4 trips in the control horizon, the regularity
performance of the bus trips stabilizes, and thus the additional benefits by including more trips are marginal. This validates the
expectation that by adding trips to the rolling horizon we do not necessarily improve our decisions because, after one point, the
information about future trips is so inaccurate that deciding their dispatching times does not improve the dispatching time decision of
the currently dispatched trip.

An extreme example of this is a rolling horizon that contains all daily trips. Using as input the expected travel times and passenger
demand for all daily trips directly affects our dispatching time solution in case of travel time fluctuations. If we determine the
dispatching time of our first trip of the day based on the expected travel times of all daily trips, then our decision will not be very
effective. Consequently, it is prudent to maintain relatively short rolling horizons and benefit from the real-time information

Table 4
Reduction of travel time prediction errors with the use of short-term travel time predictions
based on the Kalman Filter predictor of Cathey and Dailey (2003).

Time ahead of a prediction Prediction error improvement compared
to the use of expected travel times

1 min ~4 times smaller
5 min ~3.3 times smaller

10 min ~2.8 times smaller
20 min ~1.7 times smaller
30 min ~1.2 times smaller

40 + min negligible difference
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regarding the trajectories of buses and the low accuracy errors of short-term predictions. This is in line with the findings of Eberlein
et al. (2001) that underlined this issue and proposed “rolled” rolling horizons that do not include multiple trips.

6.4. Limitations

The main limitations of our approach for the bus dispatching problem in rolling horizons are:

• Our approach is suitable for correcting the effects of mild disruptions to the service regularity. In the case of severe disruptions,
bus operators should consider changes in the planned service provision (i.e. rescheduling, trip cancellation, short-turning, ex-
pressing);
• Our approach is designed for optimizing regularity-based services that operate in high-frequencies (more than 5 trips per hour). In
the case of low frequencies, the objective function of our problem is no longer valid because in that case the objective is punc-
tuality-oriented;
• Our approach is suitable in the context where the planned service supply is sufficient (i.e., all waiting passengers are generally
able to board the first arriving bus). In contexts where this assumption is not valid, the waiting times of stranded passengers
should be added to the objective function, resulting in a different, non-smooth optimization problem that will strive to optimize
both the headway variability and the bus load.

7. Conclusion

This work provided a novel reformulation for the bus dispatching problem in rolling horizons that is convex and can be solved to
global optimality. Our method can optimize the dispatching times of bus lines with multiple stops within seconds. This might pave
the way for the practical application of near real-time dispatching time adjustments in regularity-based services.

After investigating the sensitivity of a dispatching time solution to inter-station travel time fluctuations, we found that the
(average) performance of the solution deteriorates when the fluctuations intensify. For this, we propose a twofold approach to bus
practitioners: (i) “roll” the rolling horizon every time a trip is about to be dispatched in order to mitigate the negative effects of travel
time stochasticity; and, if necessary, (ii) consider the travel time stochasticity when solving program P( ). To a lesser extent, the
service regularity is also sensitive to demand variations and this should be taken into consideration by the transport authorities.
Additionally, our experiments indicate (a) the significant benefits of the rolling horizon optimization strategy compared to myopic
approaches that decide the dispatching times of one bus at a time, and (b) the stabilization of the solution performance for rolling
horizons with four trips or more.

In future research, our approach can be expanded in a wide range of problems that involve scheduling adjustments. With the
proper modifications, future research can expand our method in railway operations that operate under regularity-based schemes. In
addition, future studies can expand our dispatching model by incorporating bus holding or stop-skipping decisions. This will result in
new formulations that might not maintain the favorable properties of our approach. For instance, bus holding will increase the dwell
times at stops resulting in a potential increase of the passenger boardings that need to be modeled with an additional series of
recursive relations. However, adding more decision options will offer more degrees of freedom to the bus operator and this can be a
useful direction for future research.

Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.trc.2019.11.009.

Fig. 10. Regularity performance considering the 6 dispatched trips when varying the number of trips at the “rolled” rolling horizons.
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